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You might have heard of us
Leadsun is a globally recognised small-scale renewable energy technology business
specialising in a wide range of small scale Off-Grid LED Light and Power solutions. That means
we are far more diverse than you might imagine.
When you hear “Leadsun” think ‘Technology’, think ‘Renewable Energy’ and think ‘Partnerships’.
Because that’s what drives us in becoming the world’s leading provider and integrator for smart
renewable energy systems that will make a real difference in the way we live our lives.
So, take a closer look and see how Leadsun’s End-to-End solutions are making a ‘real difference’
in improving local communities throughout the world – right here, right now.

Why Leadsun?

What we do?

Why Leadsun ?
Trusted By Municipalities
World-Wide Distribution
We are a solution focussed organisation
that is customer centric and committed to
making a difference to the world through our
sustainable technology and services! We
always strive to give our customers exactly
what they need, plus a little more!

End to End Solutions
The Right Advice
We offer our customers a unique ‘Total
Solution’ approach based upon a
professional consultation process ensuring
we fully understand all the requirements and
then providing the best value sales, solutions
and support to meet and exceed their needs.

Making a difference around the world
Unfortunately, over 1.2 billion people world-wide don’t have
access to basic electrical power and lighting systems. At
Leadsun, we believe energy should be easily accessible
to every community throughout the world and by using
renewable energy such as ‘solar power’ we believe we can
achieve this.
Leadsun is committed to continually providing cost-effective,
innovative and easy to install Off-Grid light and power systems
that can go in places where ordinary Grid-Power can’t reach or
is cost-prohibitive to install. This is how we make a difference!
Leadsun’s Community Solar Lighting Program

A Sustainable Future

Carbon Zero Lighting
Reliable Energy Source
Leadsun’s range of Off-Grid light and power
systems are energised from the natural,
reliable and abundant energy of the sun
meaning they are not only environmentally
friendly, but also offer total freedom from
traditional electrical mains power and are
totally immune from grid power failures and
fluctuations.

Powered for the Future

Continually Innovating
Feature Packed Technology
Leadsun is the pioneer of All-In-One solar
powered lighting systems and has over 25
patents for our innovative technologies
worldwide. Our dedicated R&D team is
continually advancing our products using the
latest in Lithium-ion Battery, LED and SmartLighting wireless technologies to ensure they
remain feature-packed.

Right here,
right now.
There is no substitute for reliability and ensuring
your Off-Grid powered lighting systems work all
year round. At Leadsun we take care of every step
from design, manufacturing and qualifying our
solutions to ensure any project application can
include a better commercial light in a smarter solar
package.
We have earned a global reputation for delivering
the most advanced, highly optimised, durable
and cost-effective solutions for Off-Grid lighting
applications that our customers can depend upon.

We are with you every step of the way

Consultation

Sales

Our engineering team is constantly
refining calculations to ensure each
system is properly configured for your
location. Additionally, our in-house design
team is able to carry out lighting design
simulations to suit your specific project
requirements – wherever it may be.

Our sales principles are devoted to
providing informative advice with
unparalleled service and support to
ensure we provide a solution that is
always ‘fit for purpose’ but also keeping
it simple for you and within your budget.
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Installation

Service

With over 25 year’s experience within the
outdoor lighting industry, our dedicated
Projects team has full capabilities to
manage your next lighting project
ensuring the best quality outcome for
applications such as: pathways & parks,
car parks, streets and open spaces.

Our dedicated service & support
team of lighting experts is committed
to providing you with unparalleled
customer service every step of the way,
from order to installation and beyond.
Our promise is to give you guaranteed
performance and peace of mind that
your lights will stay on, no matter what.
This is Leadsun
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Leading Technology,
Designed for the
Future.
Leadsun is continually striving to provide our customers
with the most intelligent and easy to install solar
powered Products. It’s our constant focus on technical
innovation and quality that makes Leadsun distinct
from all our competitors. Did you know? Leadsun
was the first company in the world to fully develop
the All-In-One solar light with Artificial Intelligence
featuring: LED Auto-Dimming and a centralised battery
management system.
Leadsun Technology Partners:

LiFePO4 Battery System
Our custom-built batteries are the heartbeat of all our systems, and to
achieve superior performance reliability and longevity, we need to use
every millimetre of space within our All-in-One solar engines.
So, we created an innovative terraced battery cell configuration, custom
shaped to fit to the specific contours of our IP67 weather rated battery
module enclosure that also integrates a Battery Management System. The
result is more muscle than ever before and a 25% increase in battery cell
capacity.

NEW TECHNOLOGY

Dual Skin Solar Module
Introducing Leadsun’s latest sustainable technology
break through that increases solar panel power input
efficiencies by up to 25%. We have created the most
innovative solar module design yet by layering 2 skins
of Mono-Crystalline into the one solar module.
BOTTOM

TOP

Why Cree?
Leadsun in development with Cree, have created a new LED lens that
provides ultra-efficient output through optimised luminous efficacy and
uniformity which provides the ultimate in design flexibility in low-power
lighting applications.
Instead of cheaper blue-white LEDs which create unnecessary glare, our
LED fixtures offer more comfortable warmer-white LED light while still
meeting required ASNZ 1158 Lighting Standards.
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Innovation and
Technology

NEW TECHNOLOGY

Dreaming of a smart, connected city?
Leadsun has partnered with ‘DimOnOff’, one of the world’s leading Wireless Control and Remote Monitoring
technology developers for Street and Area Lighting applications. Together, we are integrating Off-Grid powered
systems and wireless ‘Open Platform’ technologies into an All-In-One solution that will be future proofed for years.
Whilst you get the benefits of receiving alert notifications and flexible dimming functions, you’ll also help the
community feel safer with well-placed reliable lighting that is adaptable for future technologies.
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Mesh Network: Each wireless module communicates with
each other through an RF meshed network, and a master
control center (for data logging & scheduling) using a
secured protocol developed by DimOnOff.

Smart City
Management System

Smart City Management System: DimOnOff SCMS uses
GIS/GUI to maximise performance & dimming schedules
related to geographical positions of each fixture to ensure
continuous reliable operation all year round.
Future Proofed: The SCMS infrastructure can easily be used
by Smart Cities to monitor and control open source devices
and also interface with digital LED displays to broadcast
emergency information.

This is Leadsun
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Precision build,
Precision care.
Did you know, Leadsun was the first in the world to
design and manufacture the All-In-One Solar Light,
this ground-breaking design is now part of our DNA
and always will be!
We believe that when changing the visual
environment with installing pole mount solar lighting
systems, then comes a responsibility for thoughtful
design.
See below as to how far our design team goes
with ensuring our system designs remain sleek and
attractive to blend into urban landscapes.

Thoughtful Design
Our clever design engineers turn innovative, attractive design concepts into reality. We take care and pride by
ensuring our All-In-One solar lighting systems remain sleek and modular in appearance and blend in with urban
landscapes. Infact our newly developed 3rd generation All-In-One solar lighting systems are now sleeker in
appearance, and even more feature packed than ever before.
New Mechanical Structure: The construction of our main frame now uses extra light weight aluminium alloy with
stainless steel 316 grade fastening parts all in a serviceable friendly body. Our build quality guarantees IP65
weather resistance and IK08 impact protection.

Robust, strong and easy to
assemble out of the box
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Interchangable ‘plug & play’
modules allow for easy
replacement

Sleek, compact and modular
design

Innovation and
Technology

The ‘Leadsun’ All-In-One Difference

Dual-Skin Solar Module
Anti-Bird Spike

LiFePO4 lithium-ion Battery
Smart-Controller

X Bracket

IP67 Quick-Connect
Cabling System
Infrared Motion Sensor
Bracket

LED Module

Programmable Smart-Controller

This is Leadsun
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FEATURE PROJECT
12 Solar Lights Fully
Installed in 1 day!

™
easier

faster

safer

Angliss Reserve Car Park.
Leadsun was awarded a project involving the installation
of a fully compliant Off-Grid solar powered lighting
system featuring 12 - AE3 series solar lights, EZYfoot
concrete-less footings & EZYlift lowerable poles
throughout a newly constructed carpark.
The challenge was that the entire project had to be
completed within 2 days and with minimal disruption to
car park access. The Leadsun projects team was up to
the challenge and successfully installed all 12 - Solar
Lights from ‘start to finish’ in just one day!
See below how we do it in a 3-Step installation
procedure that is Easy, Fast and Safe.

Leadsun’s 3-Step Installation...Easy as 1-2-3
30
Mins

20
Mins

Concrete-Less Footing

Install Pole & Solar Light

The EZYfoot concrete-less
footing system offers a quick and
environmentally friendly installation, via
a unique steel tube anchoring system
that is embedded into the ground using
a jack hammer. As there is no concrete
curing time, the rest of the installation
can continue without any down-time.

The EZYlift series lowerable-poles can
then be immediately fixed to the EZYfoot
via a unique hinged base plate and
removable pivot pin. The pole is then
ready to work on safely at ground level
where the AE3 series solar light system
attaches to the top of the pole via the
Quick-Connect cabling system.
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ANGLISS
RESERVE

10

7.2 Mwh
green
energy

Mins

360
trees
saved

power

10 YEAR
ANALYSIS
COMPARISON

$2,160
electricity

1
fewer
cars on

production

road

4.3
tonnes
CO2 reduction

Raise Pole & FINISH

Energy Savings

Once the solar lighting system has been
fully installed and orientated correctly, two
men are then able to comfortably lift the
pole up from ground level to its vertical
upright position. The final process is to lock
the hinged base plates together and then
fix a cover shroud over the base section to
hide the base section of the pole from the
public.

Compared to conventional Grid-Power lighting,
the cost of installing and maintaining an OffGrid solar power solution is significantly more
economical and has far less impact on the
environment.
Over a 10 year period, the value proposition
for this lighting project compared to GridPowered lighting = $55,000 in savings.
This is Leadsun
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Products Overview.

Leadsun manufacturers the worlds most
technically innovative range of ‘All-In-One’ solar
powered LED lighting & power solutions that
has revolutionized the industry.
Leadsun covers a wide-range of solar panel &
battery sizes, allowing accurate system sizing
that is always fit for purpose.

Innovative Features
Lithium LiFePO4 Battery (3rd Generation)
Dusk to dawn automatic operation
Sleek & Modular design
Quick connect wiring system
12Vdc regulated output
IP66 rated components
Optional Wireless Connectivity

5
YEAR

LIMITED

WARRANTY

AIO (All-In-One)
Solar Engines

Solar Lights
AE2SERIES
Solar Panel Sizes
15W / 25W

AE3SERIES
Solar Panel Sizes
50W / 70W

AE6SERIES
Solar Panel Sizes
130W / 260W / 390W
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Innovation and
Technology

Ultra-Efficient
Led Light Heads
P-SERIES
Pedestrian Areas
Multipurpose

Off-Grid Powered
Bollard
NEW PRODUCT
EDGESERIES BOLLARD
Australian Designed and Made
Modern and Contemporary Appearance
Sharp Cut-Off Lens Eliminates Spill Light
Wide Beam Lens Perfect For Pathways
Programmable & Dimmable Light Output

C-SERIES
Car Parks
Open Spaces

Easy 2 - Piece Installation

How It Works

V-SERIES
Minor Roads
Pathways

GE Evolve
Optimised for Solar
Municipality Accredited

Only Requires Shallow Trenching Between Bollards

This is Leadsun
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Reinvent your
community with
solar lighting.
Sustainability isn’t just about being “Green”, it
involves economic, social, and environmental
consideration. Off-Grid ‘Solar Lighting’ provides
sustainability within the community and a
powerful visual statement to the broader
population about adopting renewable energy as
a meaningful alternative to traditional On-Grid
powered lighting systems.

Financially Smart
As the cost of electricity continues to
climb, companies and municipalities seek
new ways to reduce energy bills.
With an installation cost that’s comparable
to on-grid AC lighting, solar lighting
improves community infrastructure while
also offering long-term economic savings.

It also offers an affordable alternative
to installing, maintaining and powering an On-Grid
lighting system.

Street & Roadway

Open Spaces

Solar-powered street lights offers a dependable
alternative to expensive on-grid power, improves
community walkability and reduces risk of crime;
and helps minimise safety risks caused by vehicle
and pedestrian traffic

Solar power can ensure special use areas are well
lit, improving their usage, improve safety, lowering
ongoing power costs and is great way to visually
demonstrate a commitment to sustainability.

SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS
is Leadsun
This
is Leadsun
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It creates social change

It offers a clean alternative

Additional outdoor lighting improves
community walkability, making users
feel safer and more likely to spend time
outside interacting with their neighbours.
An early-morning jog, after-dinner visit
to the park, or late-night walk home is
possible when a space is lit.

Solar lighting uses renewable energy instead
of carbon emitting fossil fuels, which is
appealing for communities with a desire or
initiative to be more sustainable.
Since trenching for wiring isn’t required, solar
outdoor lighting also avoids environmental
disruption during installation and
maintenance—also making lighting possible in
environmentally sensitive areas.

Car Parks

Pathways & Parks

Solar-powered car park lighting keeps energy
bills low for owners, encourages longer potential
operating hours to increase revenue, showcases
green initiatives and provides users with a greater
sense of safety.

Solar-powered pathway and park lighting brings
communities together, offers an environmentally
friendly way to add lighting without disrupting the
environment.

This
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Leadsun Australia Pty Ltd
Address: 42 Greens Rd, Dandenong South VIC 3175
Email: sales@leadsun.com.au
Tel: 1300 281 005
Web: leadsun.com.au

